
Announcement of Industry Change Application  

of EPS Job Seekers 
 

It is announced that to receive industry change application from 

Manufacturing to Shipbuilding for those who want to get a job in other 

industry according to the quota open in 2023. 

April 27th, 2023 

SLBFE 

1. Recruiting industry :Shipbuilding 

 * Subcategory of Industry【Refer to Attachment】: 

- Scaffold  

- Insulation 

- Grinder 

- welding(welding assistance) 

- Piping Machinery·Joinery·, Electric Cabling 

2. Qualification for application 

- Job seekers who are on the job seeker roaster of manufacturing and whose 

roaster expires after December31th,2023 

3. Application period: 09 days(April 27th ~May5th, 2023) 

4. Application method 

-Application by selecting a sub-category in the shipbuilding industry 

5. Application place: SLBFE Website (www.slbfe.lk) 

 

※Notice 

1.You can apply even if you don't have experience in shipbuilding. If there are many 

applicants, a person with experience in the shipbuilding industry or welding function 

in the construction industry shall be converted to priority. If the number of applicants 

exceeds the required 600,the Human Resources Development of Korea will make 

the final decision upon the selection.  

2. If a job seekers is converted to shipbuilding and arranged by a Korean business 



owner, he or she will enter Korea first. Changing desired industry does not 

guarantee employment in Korea and the employment procedures are the same as 

previous 

3. Select the above 5 subcategory of industry to switch. However, when you are 

employed in Korea, you can perform tasks other than the detailed occupation 

selected at the workplace 

4. Depending on the company employed, you can receive job training related to 

shipbuilding industry for about a month. Wages are paid during this period, and 

prescribed training expenses are supported by the Korean government 

5. In principle, you must work at a workplace with a labor contract. In the event of a 

reason for changing the workplace, it is possible to change the workplace only within 

the shipbuilding industry 

6. Valid term of job seekers roster will be the same as the remainder of the previous 

(Manufacturing) roster (no extension of the valid term) 

【Attachment】Subcategory of Shipbuilding Industry 

Subcategory 

name 
Picture Primary duty 

Scaffold  

 

ㅇInstallation, release, and classification 

of scaffolding for high place work 

Insulation 

 

ㅇInstallation of piping and structural 

insulation materials for temperature 

protection in cold, high temperature 

liquids and zones  

Grinder 

 

ㅇWork to facilitate painting by 

removing and smoothing nonuniform 

areas of the weld surface  



Welding 

(tack welding) 
 

 

ㅇThe job of combining objects to be 

joined by replenishing the same 

metal 

ㅇ Job of tack ng metal connections 

while keepingllowable tolerances 

considering weld deformation  

Piping, 

Machinery, 

Joinery, 

Electric Cabling 

 

ㅇ installation of various machinery and 

equipment for the ship, fastening or 

installation of pipes 

ㅇ Arranging the electrical cables in place to 

connect the electrical cables of the 

electrical device  

 

 


